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What’s all the fuss about?

• In November 2005, the NCUA issued letter 05-CU-18 in 
response to an FFIEC guidance, “Authentication in the 
Electronic Banking Environment”

• This letter has thrown the marketplace into a tizzy and has 
led to many consulting opportunities and projections about 
what credit unions “must” do

Sound familiar? TIS was going to put us out of business. 
Y2K was the end of the world.  So is two-factor 

authentication a doomsday mandate or not?
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What’s all the fuss about?

• What MUST be done?

• In other words...you must evaluate what services you are 
offering and decide whether they warrant additional 
authentication techniques or security measures in serving 
your members

Sound familiar? You need to run your business in an effective 
and sound manner to better serve your members.

“You should identify and evaluate the risks associated 
with the Internet related services you provide for your 
members...Ultimately the risk assessment should result 
in the implementation of risk mitigation controls and 
techniques commensurate to the type and level of risks 
presented by the Internet related services.”

“You should identify and evaluate the risks associated 
with the Internet related services you provide for your 
members...Ultimately the risk assessment should result 
in the implementation of risk mitigation controls and 
techniques commensurate to the type and level of risks 
presented by the Internet related services.”
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What’s all the fuss about?

• What it does NOT say:
– Everything a member does on the Internet is risky
– All Internet transactions are equally risky
– You must immediately begin spending more money
– You must get out of home banking
– You should spend big bucks before you understand whether or not you 

make big bucks on Internet banking
– Today’s market solutions are rock solid and you need to buy now
– Financial institutions, regulators, and soothsayers actually know how 

financial consumers will respond

Sound familiar? This is a guidance where a risk assessment 
needs to be made to understand how to respond to the future. 

In other words...have a plan.
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The NCUA’s Expectations

• What the NCUA expects credit unions to do:
– Assess risk of internet-based products and services
– Determine if authentication program is effective / establish 

effective authentication methods
– Monitor systems for unauthorized access
– Report unauthorized access
– Notify members of unauthorized access, if warranted
– Educate members
– Complete process by year-end 2006

Source:  “Authentication Guidance in the Internet Environment” webcast presented through 
NAFCU on June 7, 2006, by Dominick E. Nigro, NCUA Information Systems Officer
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Effective Authentication Methods

• If risk assessment identifies inadequate authentication for 
high risk transactions, implement one of the following 
three options
– Multifactor authentication 

(At least two of the following: something the member knows, something 
the member has, something the user is)

OR
– Layered security options

(Multiple controls and multiple control points; software tools such as 
challenge questions, second password, access controls, etc.)

OR
– Other controls

(Emerging and future technology)

Source:  “Authentication Guidance in the Internet Environment” webcast presented through 
NAFCU on June 7, 2006, by Dominick E. Nigro, NCUA Information Systems Officer
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What are members thinking?

• From recent RSA Security (www.rsasecurity.com) online 
fraud survey of U.S. consumers:
– We want better security... 73% of account-holders believe that 

financial institutions should replace username-and-password log-in 
with stronger authentication for online banking. And of course the 
FFIEC agrees.

– But we really don't want to be required to do anything...
89% of account-holders would like their banks to monitor online 
banking sessions for signs of irregular activity or behavior, similar 
to the way that credit card transactions are monitored today. When 
presented with several options for stronger authentication, 74% 
preferred their financial institution to use 
transparent, behind-the-scenes "risk-based" 
techniques to assess the legitimacy of their 
identities... 
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What does CU*Answers think?

• CU*Answers believes that we must use the power of the 
CUSO to:
– Develop a risk assessment of the It's Me 247 process and features 

that helps CUs develop their own risk assessment
– Develop new layered security features to allow CUs to configure 

Internet banking strategies in a way that personalizes member 
choices related to assuming risk when using CU Internet solutions

• Introducing the Personal Internet Branch (PIB) Profile
• To be completed by December 31, 2006

– Develop a relationship with a “true” two-factor authentication
provider for members and credit unions who wish to move forward 
with more aggressive Internet banking options in the future

• Pending; work to begin early 2007
– Strengthen current authentication (strong passwords) and member 

transfer controls
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Previewing the CU*Answers Risk Assessment

...and don’t forget to review 
(on www.cuanswers.com)
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What does CU*Answers think?

• The risk we see in evaluating Internet Banking services:

Risks to Members:Risks to Members:
– That Internet Banking would cause a member to lose funds directly 

(i.e., check withdrawal or transfer to other person)
– That Internet Banking would allow someone to capture member 

personal identity information

Risks to Credit Unions and CU*Answers: Risks to Credit Unions and CU*Answers: 
– That security will become too expensive or complicated and 

therefore
• Members will choose not to use CU Internet products
• Credit unions will elect not to use CUSO Internet products

Without a doubt, the biggest risk to credit unions is that we would be 
locked out of the Internet self-service financial service industry in the 
future—either in the minds of our members, regulators, or ourselves.
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What does CU*Answers think?

• Let’s just consider It's Me 247 
and how members will react

– 5% of members will be 
engaged

– 20% of members will be 
moderately aware

– 75% of members will be 
indifferent

• What will you do and how will 
you target your member/ 
customer for Internet services?

75%

20%

5%

All Home 
Banking Members

Consider Home
Banking to be
HIGH Risk

Consider Home
Banking to be
MODERATE Risk

Consider Home
Banking to be
LOW Risk

Potentially, your business plan will not be to aggressively serve the 5% of the 
market that requires “too expensive” solutions (i.e., online trading of stocks)
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The It's Me 247 Solution

75%

20%

5%

All Home 
Banking Members

Home Banking
with PIB and
Tokens

Home Banking
with PIB

Home Banking

• CU*Answers believes the CUs 
should allow members to choose 
and offer both rich service 
offerings via the Internet and
a la carte authentication 
strategies 

– Allows the member to pick the 
Internet experience that fits 
their life and assessment of risk

• This will allow CUs to pick and 
choose what services they offer 
along with the expense of 
insuring the member’s risk in 
doing so

The #1 strategy for CUs will be to educate members and give members the 
personal choice and control they need to make a decision
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How do we get our bang for the buck?

• Whatever we do, our solution needs to be flexible, 
responsive, and capable of evolving over time as we see 
how members, credit unions, and regulators respond to 
future Internet issues

• We need to come up with a strategy—not just a tool, not 
just a knee-jerk reaction that satisfies our next examiner

• We need to win
• How can we set ourselves apart?

What if we allowed members to build their own 
Internet branch and manage that branch on a one-on-

one basis, personalized to them and their family?

. . . Introducing PIB. . . Introducing PIB (a work in progress)
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Introducing PIB

• Members want Internet solutions to be intuitive...to be 
able to predict if it is the member

• PIB goes one step further...it has rules set by the member, 
and if a user doesn’t follow the rules, they can’t use It's Me 
247: fraud protection times 2
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Layering Our Options (yes, you have options)

Does your credit union even offer It's Me 247?

What does It's Me 247 allow your members to do? 
(configure the CU offering to all members )

Develop a strong password and transfer control

Develop a security awareness education program 
for Internet members

Activate a PIB strategy

Set the credit union PIB profile for the 75% community

Energize and engage the 20% community by getting them to 
configure their individual PIB

Develop and offer a strong 2-factor authentication option 
for the 5% community
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Layering Our Options (yes, you have options)

• What are we going to have to do in the next several 
months?
– Complete mods to current password and transfer control options
– Develop CU*BASE PIB controls and credit union strategies
– Develop a new PIB web solution for members to use
– Complete modifications to It's Me 247 to work with both the CU’s

default PIB and member-elected PIB profiles
– Expand It's Me 247 education features to make the member aware 

of the risk and credit union solutions
– Develop collateral materials (posters, statement inserts, web page 

content) for rolling out the PIB
– Develop the 2-factor token relationship for our 5% 

community (beyond the tool, all the way to the member)

PIB is priority #1 for the balance of 2006
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Conclusion

• We believe we have a solid plan and a definite direction 
that will not only satisfy security concerns but also will lead 
to a unique credit union offering that allows members to 
see the one-on-one value in doing their financial business 
with you

• There are two ways to look at this:  As a potential 
roadblock to our future, or as an opportunity to shine with 
a unique member opportunity


